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This work showcases the remarkable viscoelasticity of films consisting of a-cyclodextrin (a-CD) and anio-
nic surfactants (S) at the water/air interface, the magnitude of which has not been observed in similar
systems. The anionic surfactants employed are sodium salts of a homologous series of n-alkylsulfates
(n = 8–14) and of dodecylsulfonate. Our hypothesis was that the very high viscoelasticity can be system-
atically related to the bulk and interfacial properties of the system. Through resolution of the bulk
distribution of species using isothermal titration calorimetry, the high dilatational modulus is related
to (a-CD)2:S1 inclusion complexes in the bulk with respect to both the bulk composition and










Isothermal titration calorimetryusing ellipsometry and neutron reflectometry reveals that the most viscoelastic films consist of a highly
ordered monolayer of 2:1 complexes with a minimum amount of any other component. The orientation
of the complexes in the films and their driving force for adsorption are discussed in the context of results
from molecular dynamics simulations. These findings open up clear potential for the design of new func-
tional materials or molecular sensors based on films with specific mechanical, electrical, thermal, chem-
ical, optical or even magnetic properties.
 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Native cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides that
result from the enzymatic degradation of starch and have interest-
ing structural, chemical and physicochemical properties [1]. They
are formed by six (a-CD), seven (b-CD), or eight (c-CD) 1,4-
linked a-D-glucopyranoside units. Their molecular crystal structure
indicates a truncated cone shaped geometry although they are
highly flexible in aqueous solution [2,3]. The external surface of
the CDs is hydrophilic rendering them water soluble, while their
internal cavity, which increases in size from a- to c-CD, is
hydrophobic and hence able to host hydrophobic molecules such
as surfactants, lipids, drugs, amino acids, polymers, and dyes [4–
9]. Stemming from this ability of CDs to increase the solubility of
hydrophobic moieties in so-called inclusion complexes, together
with their low toxicity, a huge number of research articles has been
published and thousands of CD-based patents have been registered
[10], with many of them being commercially exploited. All these
reports cover a large number of fields such as biomedicals, phar-
maceuticals, food technology, cosmetics, agrochemistry, biological
sensors, environmental protection, membranes, and electrochem-
istry [11–19]. In bulk aqueous solution CDs exist in the form of
spontaneously formed aggregates bound together by a network
of hydrogen bonds where water molecules play an important role
[3,20–24]. While a-CD monomers are not surface active [25–27],
we have shown recently that a-CD aggregates formed in the bulk
solution adsorb spontaneously to the water/air interface, forming
two-dimensional domains on the mm size scale with a layer thick-
ness of ~4 nm [27].
The bulk and surface properties of aqueous cyclodextrin/sur-
factant mixtures have been extensively studied with a variety of
techniques [28,29]. As for their bulk properties, the thermody-
namic characterization of the host-guest binding process has been
experimentally determined for many systems [30] and, in partic-
ular, for some of the systems linked to the present work [31,32].
Also, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been employed
to study inclusion complexes [33–37]. As for their surface proper-
ties, in particular the surface rheological behavior, both the
dilatational and shear rheology [38,39], have proven to be very
useful in enhancing the understanding of the nature of adsorbed
films composed of long semifluorinated alkanes [40], fluoro-alkyl
phosphates [41] and protein systems [42], with applications in
many areas ranging from medical diagnostics [39] to oil recovery
[43]. However, the role of the inclusion complexes in the rheolog-
ical behavior of materials adsorbed at the water/air interface has
been the subject of only a limited number of reports. For exam-
ple, the surface tension of host-guest complexes has been exam-
ined for a-CD with cationic-anionic hydrogenous and fluorinated
surfactants [44], while the dilatational rheological behavior has
been studied both for b-CD with a cationic surfactant [45] and
for a-CD with the anionic surfactant sodium dodecylsulfate
(C12SO4–) [25,26]. In the latter case the spontaneously formed film
at the water/air interface displays a remarkable viscoelasticity,
one order of magnitude larger than typical amphiphilic
molecules.The aims of the present work are to examine the influence of
factors that affect the surface rheological behavior of
{surfactant + a-CD} systems at the water/air interface, and gain
insight into its underlying physical basis. In this context, we have
measured the dilatational modulus as a function of surfactant con-
centration, alkyl chain length and temperature. These data are
rationalized using the distribution of species in the bulk solutions
obtained using isothermal titration calorimetry. Also, for {C12SO4– +
a-CD} mixtures at 283.15 K, we have characterized the interfacial
adsorption and structures created in films of different bulk compo-
sitions and varying viscoelasticity through the application of com-
plementary surface-sensitive techniques, ellipsometry and neutron
reflectometry. The results are discussed in the context of insight
from MD simulations. Our approach is based on a bottom-up strat-
egy – design of devices with specific macroscopic properties based
on the control of molecular level structures [46] – and takes advan-
tage of the ability of CDs to encapsulate different compounds with
specific stoichiometry and affinity with a view to the potential
development of new films for specific applications.2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials
Surfactants (sodium salts) octylsulfate (C8SO4–, purity >99%),
decylsulfate (C10SO4–, purity >99%), fully protonated dodecylsulfate
(h-C12SO4–, purity >99%), dodecylsulfonate (C12SO3–, purity >99%),
tetradecylsulfate (C14SO4–, purity >95%), a-cyclodextrin (a-CD, pur-
ity >98%) and deuterated water (D2O, purity 99.99%) were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich. Fully deuterated d-C12SO4– (purity >98%) was
obtained from Cambridge Isotopes. Ultra-pure water with a resis-
tivity of 18.2 MX cm was obtained from a Millipore system. The
water content of a-CD was 10% by weight, as determined by Karl
Fischer titration. All materials were used without further
purification.2.2. Sample preparation
For the dilatational modulus, ellipsometry and neutron reflec-
tometry experiments, {surfactant + water} and {a-CD + water}
stock solutions were carefully prepared by weight (correcting for
a-CD water content) at twice the final desired concentration. Prior
to mixing the stock solutions they were heated at 323.15 K for
30 min and sonicated for 15 min to guarantee complete solubiliza-
tion. Equal volumes of these stock solutions were mixed to provide
the expected r = [surfactant]/[a-CD] ratio. In all cases, the final sur-
factant concentrations were below the critical micelle concentra-
tion (CMC) in the presence of a-CD [47,48]. For all the
techniques employed, samples were pipetted from the bulk to
the measurement cell or troughs to avoid the transfer of kinetically
trapped material formed at the water/air interface during its cre-
ation [49]. Adequate volumes were prepared so that the same sam-
ple was used for both ellipsometry and neutron reflectometry
experiments.
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The surface tension and dilatational rheology of the adsorbed
material at the water/air interface were measured by the pendant
drop technique using an image drop profile tensiometer (OCA20,
Dataphysics, Germany) equipped with a piezoelectric oscillating
module (ODG20, Dataphysics, Germany), a high-resolution CCD
camera (max 123 fps) and a home-designed thermostatized cell
constructed with optic glass by Hellma, Germany (see Part 1 of
the Supplementary Material). This cell allows measurements for
up to 24 h at constant temperature with low evaporation rate.
Drops of 18–20 mL were created from a 500 lL syringe with a stain-
less steel needle. The measurements were performed at 283.15 and
293.15 K (±0.1 K), the temperature being controlled using a Haake
(K20, Thermo Scientific) bath. The drop profiles were captured by
CCD camera, and the images analyzed by solving the Young-
Laplace equation to obtain the surface tension (c) and interfacial
area (A). Through repetition of the measurements, the accuracy is
estimated to be 0.2 mN/m for the surface tension.
To study the interfacial dilatational rheological properties of the
systems, sinusoidal periodic oscillation experiments were per-
formed with an area deformation (DA) of ~6% and a linear fre-
quency (f) sweep from 0.01 to 0.20 Hz (five frequencies equally
spaced in this interval). All the measurements were performed in
the linear viscoelastic regime (see Part 2 of the Supplementary
Material). Prior to being oscillated, the pendant drops in the mea-
surement cell were left unperturbed for 90 min. This is the time
necessary for the film formed at the water/air interface to reach
equilibrium, i.e. for c to become constant. Upon oscillation, the
drop area change produces a variation of the surface tension which
is characterized by the dilatational modulus |E| = dc/dlnA. The elas-
tic (E0) and viscous (E00) contributions are defined by the phase
change (d) between the area and interfacial sinusoidal oscillations.
A purely elastic behavior is characterized by d = 0 while for a
purely viscous behavior d = 90. At each experimental condition
(concentration and temperature) at least three different drops
were measured, providing the standard deviation for the E values.
Essentially the same results were found in a Langmuir trough
regarding the surface tension, which gave similar E values within
the experimental uncertainty (see figures in Part 3 of the Supple-
mentary Material). Since drop measurements require much less
sample volume and are easier to perform repetitions, all the mea-
surements reported here were done using the pendant drop
technique.
2.4. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
The interactions between surfactants and a-CD in bulk aqueous
media were studied using an ultrasensitive power compensating
isothermal titration microcalorimeter (VP-ITC MicroCal,
Northampton, USA). The aqueous solutions were prepared by
weight taking into account the water content present in a-CD,
and were duly degassed prior to placing them in the cell and syr-
inge. The surfactant and a-CD aqueous solutions were placed in
the calorimeter syringe and cell, respectively. The measured heats
were corrected for the corresponding dilution heats of the surfac-
tant titrated into pure solvent.
For four of the five surfactants employed here, the results have
been presented and discussed previously [31,32]. In the present
work, the interaction of C14SO4– with a-CD was studied at four tem-
peratures (283.15, 293.15, 303.15 and 313.15 K) on a calorimeter
equipped with a cell of 1.4524 mL reaction volume and a 282-lL
syringe. The CMC of C14SO4– in water at 318.15 K was measured
as described in the literature [50], by injecting 28 mM surfactant
solution into pure water solvent (56 injections of 5 lL). The inflex-
ion point on the titration curve, i.e. the CMC, was found to be1.15 mM. An a-CD solution (0.2 mM) placed in the cell was titrated
with a C14SO4– surfactant solution below the CMC (1.0 mM) placed
in the syringe. The titrations consisted of first a blank 1 lL injec-
tion, followed by 28 injections of 10 lL, with a 6 min delay
between them and stirring of the cell content at 437 rpm. The
raw heatflow data were processed using the ITC data analysis pro-
gram provided by MicroCal. In order to obtain the thermodynamic
parameters (equilibrium constant, enthalpy and heat capacity
changes) for the a-CD/C14SO4– interaction, data were processed
using a multi-temperature fitting procedure [32] described in
detail in Part 4 of the Supplementary Material.
The interactions of fully protonated h-C12SO4– and fully deuter-
ated d-C12SO4– with a-CD were studied at 283.15 K on a different
calorimeter equipped with a cell of 1.4196 mL reaction volume
and a 279-lL syringe. a-CD solutions (0.5 and 1.0 mM) placed in
the cell were titrated with h-C12SO4– and d-C12SO4– solutions
(5.0 mM) placed in the syringe. Titrations consisted of first a blank
2 lL injection, followed by 14 injections of 5 lL, and after by 22
injections of 10 lL, with a 10 min delay between them and stirring
of the cell content at 450 rpm. Using the same procedure, the inter-
actions of a-CD (0.5 and 1.0 mM) with h-C12SO4– and d-C12SO4– in
D2O were also studied. The molality of the solutions was converted
to molarity by approximating the density of the solution to the
density of pure D2O solvent [51] The interaction of a-CD with h-
C12SO4– in water was described in our previous reports [31,32]. A
global fitting of the four systems (a-CD with two surfactants in
two solvents) using the software AFFINImeter [52] was performed.
2.5. Ellipsometry (EP)
EP data were recorded using a Picometer Light phase modulated
ellipsometer (Beaglehole Instruments, New Zealand) in the Partner-
ship for Soft Condensed Matter (Grenoble, France) with a sampling
frequency of 0.2 Hz. The instrument was equipped with a He-Ne
laser of k = 633 nm using an angle of incidence h = 50, close to
Brewster angle of the interface. The technique probes the change
in polarization of light upon reflection, where the phase shift (D)
is most sensitive to the presence of an interfacial layer; the ampli-
tude change (W) is relatively insensitive to the interfacial layer and
so was ignored in the present work [53]. The data are presented as
Dsurf = D – D0, where Dsurf is the change in D resulting from the
adsorbed layer at the interface, D is the measured value and D0 is
the reference value for pure water. This subtraction process mini-
mizes effects on the data from surface roughness [54].
Although in principle an optical matrix model may be applied to
the data to convert values of Dsurf into the surface excess, the dif-
ficulties of its application in the present work cannot be under-
stated. Even if an average refractive index were used for the
species at the interface, the molecular orientations have not been
unambiguously resolved, and therefore strong anisotropic contri-
butions from the ordered adsorption of a-CD/surfactant complexes
or even monolayer domains of pure surfactant would be left
unquantified. As such, the purpose of the measurements was to
acquire information about the approximate extent of adsorption
at the interface, the adsorption kinetics, and the lateral homogene-
ity of the resulting layer from the presence of temporal fluctuations
in the data [55], as seen by the obtained values of Dsurf.
2.6. Neutron reflectometry (NR)
The experiments were performed on the time-of-flight reflec-
tometer FIGARO [56] at the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble,
France). Profiles of the neutron reflectivity R at the water/air inter-
face as a function of the momentum transfer q = 4p sin(h)/k were
recorded at 283.15 K using neutron pulses in the wavelength range
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Fig. 1. (A) Dilatational modulus (E) for five anionic surfactants at 283.15 K as a
function of the concentration ratio r = [surfactant]/[a-CD]. In these experiments, the
concentration of a-CD was kept constant and equal to 10 mM and the frequency of
the sinusoidal periodic oscillation was 0.20 Hz. The error bars are the standard
deviations obtained from the measurements of at least three different drops. (B)
Distribution of species at 283.15 K in the bulk solution for C12SO4– and C14SO4– at
283.15 K obtained from ITC measurements in ref. [32] and this work, respectively.
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air interface and the specific ’adsorption troughs’ setup for mea-
surements at low temperatures used for our experiments have
been described recently [57]. Two executions of the technique
were performed: the first sensitive to the interfacial composition
and the second sensitive to the interfacial structure; information
about the various models applied to fit the data and the fitting
parameter calculations can be found in Part 5 of the Supplemen-
tary Material.
The low-q interfacial composition analysis method [57] was
first used to resolve the surface excesses of a-CD and C12SO4– for
equilibrated samples over the full range of bulk compositions stud-
ied. Measurements were made of {h-C12SO4– + a-CD} and {d-C12SO4–
+ a-CD} in air contrast matched water (ACMW; a mixture of 8.1%
by volume of D2O in H2O, which is transparent to neutrons). The
former isotopic contrast is sensitive primarily to the presence of
a-CD at the interface while the latter contrast is sensitive primarily
to the surfactant. Data were reduced in a restricted q-range of
0.01–0.03 Å1 to minimize sensitivity of the analysis to the interfa-
cial structure. The scattering contribution from the interfacial
material is presented as the product of scattering length density
(q) and thickness (d) in the applied single-layer model. The data
were analyzed using the batch fit application of Motofit [58].
A structural analysis method was then applied. For these mea-
surements, solutions of {h-C12SO4– + a-CD} and {d-C12SO4– + a-CD}
were prepared in two different isotopic contrasts of the solvent:
ACMW and D2O. Information evidencing the applicability of a glo-
bal fit to the data recorded in different isotopic contrasts can be
found in Part 5 of the Supplementary Material. The data were ana-
lyzed using SANGRA (Script Automated Neutron Grazing Reflectiv-
ity Analysis), a home-made program [27] based on the
implementation of the Parratt method [59] for the modeling of
homogeneous stratified layers by using the Fresnel equations. Also
implemented in this program is an option to model domains of dif-
ferent composition with sizes above the coherence length, which
varies from ~ 100 mm at low q (dominating the surface excess) to
~ 10 mm at high q (dominating the structural analysis) [60]. A
homogenous single-layer model was found to fit well the experi-
mental data. Alternative models involving the simultaneous
adsorption of a-CD and h/d-C12SO4– in multiple layers, and another
involving the formation of lateral domains in the plane of the sur-
face (above the coherence length of the probe), were also
attempted, but it was found that either they were unable to fit
the data or the number of fitting parameters required was not sta-
tistically justified.The distribution of species for the other three surfactants can be found in Part 8 of
the Supplementary Material. (C) Surface tension for {C12SO4– + 10 mM a-CD} and
{C14SO4– + 10 mM a-CD} at 283.15 K.3. Results and discussion
3.1. Effects of surfactant chain length, surfactant head group and bulk
composition
Values of the dilatational modulus (E) for a-CD/surfactant mix-
tures at 283.15 K as a function of the concentration ratio r = [surfac
tant]/[a-CD] are shown for the five different anionic surfactants
considered in the present study in Fig. 1A. For the shorter alkyl
chain surfactant C8SO4– the viscoelasticity is very small and equal
to the values obtained for the {surfactant + water} and {a-
CD + water} binary mixtures (E ffi 10 mN/m). On the other hand,
for longer chain surfactants the viscoelasticity exhibits a maximum
at r = 0.310 and E ffi 100 mN/m for C10SO4–, at r = 0.340 and E ffi 150
mN/m for C12SO4–, and at r = 0.410 and E ffi 280 mN/m for C14SO4–.
The 10 to 28-fold increase in the viscoelasticity found for these
three {surfactant + a-CD + water} ternary mixtures is a clear indi-
cation that the spontaneously adsorbed material at the water/air
interface generates a highly viscoelastic film. The viscoelasticbehavior of this film is remarkable as it can be appreciated in the
video for the C14SO4– system (see Part 6 of the Supplementary Mate-
rial). In the literature [61–65], for a broad variety of systems
involving hydrocarbon surfactants, most of the reported E values
are smaller than 50 mN/m (in the frequency range 0.005 to
0.2 Hz and at temperatures above 293.15 K) with the exception
of 24 h aged aqueous solutions of C12SO4– in the presence of diva-
lent salts [66] at 293.15 K (maximum of 90 mN/m) and two hydro-
xyl substituted alkyl benzenesulfonates in water [67] at 303.15 K
(maximum of 100 mN/m). On the other hand, very large E values
for aqueous fluoro-alkyl phosphates and protein systems have
been published [41,42,68]. The only surface viscoelasticity mea-
surements for CD-based systems available in the literature corre-
sponds to the mixture of b-CD with cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide that shows a maximum E value of 25 mN/m at 298.15 K
[45]. Clearly, most of the E values in Fig. 1A are bigger than those
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tic behavior of the CD-based systems studied here.
At 283.15 K and the r value where the E maximum occurs, the
elastic contribution to the elastic modulus (E0) is lower or equal
to the viscous contribution (E00) for the five employed oscillation
frequencies (see Part 7 of the Supplementary Material) for C10SO4–
and C14SO4–. In contrast, E0 ffi E00 to within the experimental uncer-
tainty for C12SO3–. However, for C12SO4– there is a crossover point
occurring at approximately 0.05 Hz (E0<E00 below 0.10 Hz; and E0>E00
above 0.10 Hz) between the viscous and the elastic contributions.
To the best of our knowledge this crossover behavior has not been
reported in dilatational rheology studies, but rather for shear rhe-
ology of Maxwellian fluids like polyelectrolyte/surfactant mixtures
[69] and non-Maxwellian fluids [70,71]. Finally, in Fig. 1A the vis-
coelasticity does not show a saturation-type trend with increasing
r but rather it decreases towards very low E values.
Since the spontaneously formed species in the bulk solution are
typically closely connected with those present at the water/air
interface, our working hypothesis is that the viscoelasticity data
in Fig. 1A may be rationalized in terms of the distribution of chem-
ical species in the bulk i.e. the concentrations of free components
and the inclusion complexes formed between a-CD and the surfac-
tant (S). This information can be obtained from ITC experiments
that provide the thermodynamic parameters (equilibrium con-
stants and enthalpies) reported in Table 1 for the five studied sur-
factants, corresponding to the formation of the 1:1 and 2:1
inclusion complexes, a-CD:S and (a-CD)2:S, respectively. The spe-
cies distribution as a function of r = [S]/[a-CD] can be easily
obtained from the equilibrium constants using the simulation tool
freely available in the AFFINImeter software [52].
The corresponding results for C12SO4– and C14SO4– at 283.15 K are
plotted in Fig. 1B, showing that the distribution of species for these
two surfactants are practically identical (the distribution of species
for the five surfactants can be seen in Part 8 of the Supplementary
Material). In the r interval where the film at the water/air interface
shows a remarkable viscoelastic behavior, the bulk is generally
populated by 2:1 complexes and free a-CD (with a minimal
amount of 1:1 complexes and free S). An exception is the {C14SO4–
+ a-CD} system where the viscoelasticity persists to higher r values
and there is a notable increase of 1:1 complexes with free S and
negligible free a-CD. The only common species which links the
high viscoelasticity for all the systems and r values is the presence
of 2:1 complexes in the bulk. For instance, at r = 0.340 and r = 0.410
where E is maximum for C12SO4– and C14SO4–, respectively, the dis-
tribution of species in the bulk is approximately 50% of 2:1 com-
plexes and 49% of free a-CD for C12SO4–, and 68% of 2:1
complexes and 31% of free a-CD for C14SO4–.Table 1
Equilibrium constants Kn1 and enthalpies DHn1 for the formation of a-CD:S (n = 1) and (a-C
(fully protonated) and d-C12SO4– (fully deuterated) in H2O and D2O.
S (solvent) 10–3 K11 (M1) 10–3 K2
T = 283.1
C8SO4–a 9.5 ± 0.2 16.3 ±
C10SO4–a 35.4 ± 0.5 23.9 ±
C12SO4–a 61.1 ± 1.2 50.0 ±
C14SO4– 102.0 ± 3.3 82.6 ±
C12SO3–a 62.4 ± 0.9 5.8 ± 0
h/d-C12SO4– (H2O/D2O)b 57.1 ± 0.4 57.2 ±
T = 293.1
C8SO4–a 6.2 ± 0.2 7.8 ± 0
C10SO4–a 23.3 ± 0.3 10.7 ±
C12SO4–a 42.4 ± 0.8 20.6 ±
C14SO4– 71.2 ± 2.3 34.7 ±
C12SO3–a 43.2 ± 0.6 3.1 ± 0
a Values calculated from the temperature dependences of the equilibrium constant
parameters given in Ref. [32].
b Global fitting for {h-C12SO4– + H2O}, {d-C12SO4– + H2O}, {h-C12SO4– + D2O} and {d-C12SThe link between the presence of 2:1 complexes in the bulk and
the high viscoelasticity of the systems may be placed in the context
of previous results from MD simulations where it was found that
a-CD monomers are not surface-active [3] while the affinity of
individual 2:1 complexes to the interface is high [25]. These obser-
vations link the adsorption of 2:1 complexes at the water/air inter-
face to the high viscoelasticity of the system, although from these
data alone it is not possible to say whether aggregates of a-CD,
which are known to exist in the bulk and adsorb to the water/air
interface over time [27], have an effect on the viscoelasticity of
the system. A comparison of Fig. 1A and 1B indicates that for
C12SO4– and C14SO4– the r region at which E starts to decrease coin-
cides with an increase in the concentration of 1:1 complexes,
which could be related to the competition at the interface with
the 2:1 complexes (if the 1:1 complexes are surface-active) or a
simple reduction in concentration in the bulk and therefore at
the interface of the 2:1 complexes (if the 1:1 complexes are not
surface-active). Then with further increasing r, the concentration
of free surfactant in the bulk and the amount present at the inter-
face increase, and the system does not exhibit high viscoelasticity
(E ffi 10 mN/m). Lastly, Fig. 1A shows that a subtle change in the
polar head of the surfactant, i.e. in going from C12SO4– to C12SO3–,
produces a decrease of the viscoelasticity maximum (from
E ffi 150 mN/m to E ffi 115 mN/m) and of the r value (from
r = 0.340 to r = 0.200) at which it occurs. Clearly, the effect of
removing the oxygen atom linking the alkyl chain with the sulfur
atom is substantial, and indicates that the surfactant polar head
is importantly involved in the bulk interactions leading to the spe-
cies distribution (see Part 8 of the Supplementary Material).
If we consider surfactant alkyl chain length, a comparison of
Fig. 1A and 1B shows that the films formed with C12SO4– and
C14SO4– do not show the same viscoelasticity, despite having almost
the same amount of 2:1 complexes in their bulk solution across the
whole range of r values. It follows that the magnitude of E is
system-dependent and is determined not only by the composition
of species in the bulk but from other interfacial factors. To explore
this effect, the surface tension values associated with the two sys-
tems are displayed with respect to r in Fig. 1C. Here, a clear link is
shown between the lower surface tension and higher E values for
the system with the longer surfactant chains. It can be inferred
from these data that the high viscoelasticity values for these sys-
tems is also related to the different affinity for the interface of
the bulk species, resulting in different adsorbed amounts and/or
different lateral interactions in the interfacial film.
Another notable feature of the surface tension data in Fig. 1C is
that for both the C12SO4– and C14SO4– systems, there is a local min-
imum that coincides with the highest viscoelasticity of the system.D)2:S (n = 2) inclusion complexes for anionic surfactants (S) in H2O, and for h-C12SO4–
1 (M1) DH11 (kJ mol1) DH21 (kJ mol1)
5 K
0.3 –27.6 ± 0.2 –49.5 ± 0.4
0.2 –27.1 ± 0.1 –53.9 ± 0.3
0.8 –22.8 ± 0.2 –59.9 ± 0.4
1.9 –21.5 ± 0.3 –58.8 ± 0.7
.1 –22.9 ± 0.1 –40.5 ± 0.3
0.7 –22.5 ± 0.1 –61.2 ± 0.1
5 K
.1 –31.4 ± 0.2 –52.5 ± 0.3
0.1 –30.8 ± 0.1 –57.7 ± 0.2
0.3 –27.8 ± 0.1 –62.2 ± 0.3
0.7 –28.0 ± 0.2 –61.0 ± 0.5
.1 –28.1 ± 0.1 –45.7 ± 0.3
s and enthalpies using the van’t Hoff and Kichhoff equations, respectively, with
O4– + D2O} systems, performed using AFFINImeter [52].
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observed previously in polyelectrolyte/surfactant mixtures, linked
to a change in composition of the bulk species and the onset of pre-
cipitation through crossing a phase boundary [57]. In the present
case, the increase in surface tension of around 5–6 mN/m that fol-
lows the local minimum for the C12SO4– system may be linked to
the lower surface-activity of 1:1 complexes compared with 2:1
complexes, given the changes in the bulk composition obtained
by ITC, although a direct interfacial characterization would be
required to validate this inference.
3.2. Effects of temperature and total bulk concentration for {C12SO4
– +
a-CD} mixtures
Fig. 2A shows E values for the {C12SO4– + a-CD} system at 283.15
and 293.15 K as a function of a-CD concentration. Here, the r value
was kept constant and equal to 0.340, i.e. the r value where E is a
maximum at 283.15 K and [a-CD] = 10 mM (Fig. 1A). As T is
increased from 283.15 to 293.15 K, E decreases markedly, showing
that the film formation is very sensitive to temperature changes; inFig. 2. (A) Dilatational modulus (E) for {C12SO4– + a-CD} mixtures at 283.15 K and
293.15 K as a function of a-CD concentration keeping r = [surfactant]/[a-CD]
constant at 0.340. In these experiments, the sinusoidal periodic oscillation was
0.20 Hz. The error bars are the standard deviations obtained from the measure-
ments of three different drops. (B) Distribution of species in the bulk solution at
283.15 K and 293.15 K for {C12SO4– + a-CD} at r = 0.340 calculated with AFFINImeter
[52] with K11 and K21 from Table 1. (C) Corresponding surface tension values where
the most dilute solutions correspond to 1 mM [a-CD].fact, at room temperature (ffi296.15 K) and [a-CD] = 10 mM E is
reduced to 30 mN/m, which is on the same order as the values
obtained for the binary solutions {a-CD + water} and {C12SO4– +
water} (9 mN/m and 6 mN/m, respectively). As the total amount
of a-CD increases (keeping the same r value), E increases to very
large values (ffi310 mN/m), leveling off at 30–40 mM of a-CD. In
fact the magnitude of the viscoelasticity represents a 30-fold
increase from the respective values for the binary solutions {a-
CD + H2O} and {C12SO4– + H2O}. E also strongly decreases as Tmoves
from 283.15 to 293.15 K for C12SO3– and C14SO4– at the surfactant
concentration where E is a maximum (r = 0.200 and r = 0.410,
respectively, see Fig. 1A) and [a-CD] = 10 mM (see Part 9 of the
Supplementary Material). In fact, the temperature dependence of
E in Fig. 2A occurs for all five surfactants at all r values.
The corresponding distribution of species for C12SO4– at these
two temperatures from ITC is shown in Fig. 2B with surface tension
values in Fig. 2C. While the distribution of the species is almost the
same (see Part 10 of the Supplementary Material), it is seen that
c(283.15 K) < c(293.15 K), and that c decreases smoothly as the
total amount of a-CD and C12SO4– increases (at constant
r = 0.340), reaching a value of approximately 60 mN/m. The higher
viscoelasticity at 283.15 K may therefore be attributed to similar
reasons as those describe above, namely a higher affinity of 2:1
complexes for the water/air interface (higher adsorbed amount)
or stronger lateral interactions in the resulting interfacial layer.
The film response to temperature changes has been additionally
examined using the same system with r = 0.340, i.e. {3.4 mM
C12SO4– + 10 mM a-CD}. The values of c as a function of time (after
90 min of equilibration time) was measured at 283.15 and
293.15 K, and switching back and forth from one temperature to
the other. Fig. 3 shows that the film does not display hysteresis,
i.e. in both 283.15 ? 293.15 ? 283.15 K and 293.15 ? 283.15 ?
293.15 K cycles the original c values are recovered. In other words,
the film does not have any thermal memory and does not exist in a
kinetically-trapped state. These data suggest that the film is in
equilibrium with the bulk solution and supports the inference
above that either there is a higher adsorbed amount at 283.15 K
or the lateral intermolecular forces at the interface at this temper-
ature are stronger.Fig. 3. Surface tension (c) as a function of time for the {3.4 mM C12SO4– + 10 mM a-
CD} (r = 0.340) system at 283.15 K (blue circles), 293.15 K (red triangles), for the
cycles 283.15 ? 293.15 ? 283.15 K (purple diamonds) and
293.15 ? 283.15 ? 293.15 K (orange squares). The lines indicate the average
surface tension values at 283.15 K (blue bottom line) and 293.15 K (red upper line).
At times >400 min, upon returning to 283.15 and to 293.15 K, there are small
deviations for c. This is because at those times the pendant drop has lost 16% of its
original volume, due to evaporation. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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– + a-CD} mixtures
First we discuss data for {C12SO4– + a-CD} mixtures recorded at
283.15 K using ellipsometry, which is a technique sensitive to
the adsorbed amount of material including contributions from
any anisotropy (i.e. ordering of molecules) at the interface. Data
shown in Fig. 4 were recorded for 1 h after surface formation for
6 samples at different r values; for reference, the bulk composition
from ITC of these samples are reported in Table 2. It should be
noted that it has been reported that a-CD monomers are not sur-
face active [25–27] yet a-CD aggregates gather at the water/air
interface over several hours with fluctuations in ellipsometry data
resulting from the interfacial inhomogeneity evident from the out-
set [27]. The complexity of the present systems will become appar-
ent in the following description and interpretation of the Dsurf
values in Fig. 4.
Sample a (r = 0.049) has initial fluctuations that can be attribu-
ted to the presence of macroscopic aggregates that float in and out
of the laser beam. The ongoing lack of stability in the signal over
the full hour suggests that the water/air interface continues to be
populated by a-CD aggregates and is mobile as a result of its low
viscoelasticity, as it has been observed by Brewster angle micro-
scopy (BAM) and EP for a pure a-CD solution [27]. Sample b
(r = 0.085) initially exhibits fluctuations but they extinguish sud-
denly as the signal stabilizes. The initial fluctuations can again be
attributed to the presence of a-CD aggregates at the interface while
stabilization of the signal can be attributed to the formation of a
viscoelastic film due to the greater adsorption of 2:1 complexes.
Sample c (r = 0.340) has an ellipsometry signal that is very high
and stable from the outset, which is consistent with high viscoelas-
ticity and low mobility of the interface (as observed previously by
BAM [25]) resulting from the fast adsorption of 2:1 complexes toFig. 4. Kinetic evolution of the ellipsometry phase shift (Dsurf) for the {C12SO4– +
10 mM a-CD} system at 283.15 K for six different concentration ratio r = [surfac-
tant]/[a-CD], where r = (a) 0.049, (b) 0.085, (c) 0.340, (d) 0.680, (e) 1.360, and (f)
2.380.
Table 2





2:1 complexes (%) 5.20 9.39
1:1 complexes (%) 0.01 0.02
Free surfactant (%) 0.00 0.00
Free a-CD (%) 94.79 90.59form a viscoelastic film. The magnitude of the phase shift is high
compared with that of a surfactant monolayer recorded under
the same conditions [72], which indicates that the film either has
strong anisotropy as a result of a well ordered arrangement or is
more extended than a monolayer. Sample d (r = 0.680) has a high
ellipsometry signal from the outset but increases slowly with time
and is not stable, which alludes to lateral inhomogeneities at the
interface due to domains of a-CD/surfactant complexes and free
surfactant. Sample e (r = 1.360) has intermediate behavior com-
pared with samples d and f, which from these Dsurf data alone
seems unremarkable; however, as described below using NR, this
sample exhibits an extreme behavior in the interfacial composi-
tion. Sample f (r = 2.380) has a constant ellipsometry signal that
is similar to—but not the same—as that of a pure C12SO4– monolayer
[72], which indicates extrapolation of the interfacial behavior
towards that of a pure surfactant monolayer at high r values. In
summary, ellipsometry has provided insight into the particular
characteristics of the surface adsorbed material (quantity, homo-
geneity and order), which we have correlated with the species
we know to be present in the bulk (Table 2). Nevertheless, the
technique is not capable of giving us direct information about
the composition of the films. For this reason, NR experiments were
performed for the same system at 283.15 K.
We start with a first execution of NR that is highly sensitive to
the interfacial composition. In this approach, the two scattering
contributions from parallel measurements of a two-component
mixture, one involving a given surface-active component in its
hydrogenous form and another in its deuterated form, both
recorded in ACMW solvent, are converted into the surface excess
of the two components, assuming that the interfaces in the pair
of measurements are chemically identical [57]. This approach is
model-free and has been demonstrated to be much more accurate
for the determination of the interfacial composition than the full
structural execution of NR used traditionally [55].
Fig. 5A shows the scattering contribution from the NR data
recorded over a broad range of r values at 283.15 K, where the 6
bulk compositions measured using EP are marked with arrows,
and 6 samples were repeated. Two issues are apparent for the data
at low r values. First, the reproducibility of sample is poor. Second,
the condition is not met that the scattering contribution from {d-
C12SO4– + a-CD} is higher than that of {h-C12SO4– + a-CD} (as the
scattering length of d-C12SO4– is greater than that of h-C12SO4–),
which must be the case if each pair of samples were chemically
identical. These features suggest variability from sample to sample
of the interfacial films created. It can be inferred that the time-
dependent adsorption of a-CD aggregates, as suggested from the
EP analysis above (Fig. 4), indeed dominates these samples. The
reproducibility of the other samples is excellent, and the condition
that the scattering contribution of {d-C12SO4– + a-CD} exceeds that
of {h-C12SO4– + a-CD} is met. As such, the standard approach to cal-
culate the interfacial composition using this technique [57] was
performed for all the samples to the right of the vertical dotted line
in Fig. 5A, the results being shown in Fig. 5B.
In Fig. 5A, for 0.085 < r < 0.340 (i.e. between b and c), the sam-










50.88 58.29 20.05 8.12
0.32 29.16 33.63 25.61
0.00 11.96 46.23 66.24
48.80 0.59 0.09 0.03
Fig. 5. (A) Scattering contributions in the low-q analysis method of NR for the {C12SO4– + 10 mM a-CD} system at 283.15 K for different values of r = [surfactant]/[a-CD], where
labels a–f correspond to the same samples measured using ellipsometry (Fig. 4 and Table 2); red and blue horizontal dashed lines mark the respective scattering contributions
for a full monolayer of h-C12SO4– and d-C12SO4–; vertical black dotted line marks the division between low r values where the data are not reproducible and high r values where
they are reproducible. The repeated samples are r = 0.049, 0.085 and 2.380 for samples with h-C12SO4–, and r = 0.049, 0.085 and 0.340 for samples with d-C12SO4–. (B) Resulting
surface excesses from analysis of the data in panel A using the methodology described in ref. [57]; horizontal dashed line marks the value for a full C12SO4–monolayer. The
inset is a photograph of a hanging droplet of sample e where micro-crystals at the water/air interface can be observed.
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are approximately constant, and the interfacial stoichiometry of
Ca-CD/Csurfactant with increasing r falls slightly from 2.6:1 to
2.4:1. These data provide strong evidence that the interface is pop-
ulated by 2:1 complexes along with some residual a-CD aggre-
gates. The facts that the interfacial composition changes only
slightly from r = 0.085 to 0.340, yet the EP signal increases mark-
edly, indicate that a reduction in the number of a-CD aggregates
in the film results in a strong increase in the order of the layer of
2:1 complexes. With increasing r values to 1.360 (i.e. between d
to e), the surface excess of C12SO4– exceeds that of a single mono-
layer while the amount of a-CD at the interface falls to around
zero; the slightly negative values hint that sample-dependent vari-
ability in parallel measurements again creep into play. While the
large amount of surfactant at the interface may be initially surpris-
ing, a photograph of a hanging droplet shown in the inset to Fig. 5B
reveals the presence of micro-crystals at the water/air interface.
This observation can be attributed to the fact that the Krafft point
of C12SO4– coincides with the measurement temperature of
283.15 K [73], i.e., as C12SO4– molecules augment in the bulk with
increasing r, the free surfactant crystallizes, and the resulting crys-
tals abruptly disrupt the viscoelasticity when they contact the
interfacial film. It follows that the viscoelasticity diminishes more
gradually for the {C14SO4– + a-CD} system as the Krafft temperature
of C14SO4– is higher and hence the gradual build-up of free surfac-
tant in the bulk is required for domains of surfactant to compete
with the adsorbed complexes at the interface. From the experi-
mental data, it is not clear whether the adsorption of 1:1 com-
plexes—which are present in the bulk—also contribute to a
reduction in the viscoelasticity of the films with increasing r val-
ues, if indeed they are surface-active. Even so, indirect evidence
in the form of bulk MD simulations has shown that a locally high
concentration of 1:1 can spontaneously form 2:1 complexes (see
Part 11 of the Supplementary Material). Additional experimental
data or direct simulations at the water/air interface, however,
would be required to elaborate on this point. At the highest r value
of 2.380 (i.e. sample f), the surface excess of C12SO4– reduces and is
close to that of a saturated monolayer while that of a-CD remains
minimal. That the measured surface excess of C12SO4– does not
match exactly that of a saturated monolayer is consistent with
the observation from EP (Fig. 4).In summary, our comprehensive interfacial adsorption charac-
terization has shown that the high viscoelasticity of the {C12SO4–
+ a-CD} system at 283.15 K results when a highly ordered layer
of 2:1 complexes has the lowest amount of any other components
at the interface. As r decreases from its optimum value of 0.340 the
number of a-CD aggregates at the interface increases, and as r
increases monolayer domains or microcrystals of C12SO4– gather
at the interface. Both effects result in a reduction of the viscoelas-
ticity. We now turn to the structure of the highly viscoelastic films
in order to resolve whether they consist of a monolayer of 2:1 com-
plexes or a more extended structure, and to discuss their physical
basis.
3.4. Interfacial structure of {C12SO4
– + a-CD} mixtures
In order to resolve the structure of the interfacial layers pro-
duced for the {C12SO4– + a-CD} system at 283.15 K, and in particular
to gain insight into the underlying nature of the viscoelastic vs.
non-viscoelastic films, a second execution of NR involving data
recorded over the fully accessible q-range in 4 isotopic contrasts
was performed for 4 samples with the r values 0.085 (A), 0.340
(B), 0.510 (C) and 1.360 (D). Considering the relation between
the dilatational modulus and the bulk distribution of species dis-
cussed above, we employed a model to fit the data that involves
a single homogenous layer comprising 2:1 complexes, water and
the predominant free bulk species: a-CD for samples A and B,
and C12SO4– for samples C and D; note that models involving the
adsorption of 1:1 complexes were also considered but they did
not improve the quality of the fits.
To place into context the following observations, it is important
first to appreciate the shape and dimensions of the building blocks
of the highly viscoelastic films, i.e., the 2:1 complexes. From MD
simulations using nucleus–nucleus distances (for comparison with
neutron scattering data) Fig. 6 shows that the complexes are
cylindrical-shaped with a maximum height (along the C12SO4– axis)
of 16.1 Å and a maximum diameter (of the a-CD rings) of 13.2 Å.
Additionally, we recall that in pure a-CD solutions, aggregates
adsorb to the water/air interface to produce a layer with a fitted
thickness of 40 Å [27].
Fig. 7 shows the measured NR data and model fits where it is
clear that the employed homogenous single-layer model is capable
Fig. 6. Snapshot of a (a-CD)2:C12SO4– complex taken from an equilibrated MD
simulation in aqueous solution. The dimensions of the cylindrical-shaped structure
are indicated.
Table 3
Component proportions and thickness of a model of a single homogenous layer
obtained from the fitting of the NR data for the {C12SO4– + 10 mM a-CD} system at
283.15 K.
r = [C12SO4–]/[a-CD]
0.085 0.340 0.510 1.360
2:1 complexes (%) 44 69 54 0
Free a-CD (%) 19 7 – –
Free surfactant (%) – – 46 100
Water (%) 37 24 0 0
Thickness (nm) 1.70 1.50 0.94 1.70
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measured r values using just 3 parameters: the layer thickness,
and the proportions of the 2:1 complexes and free species (a-CD
or C12SO4–). The roughness of both interfaces was fixed to 3 Å while
the scattering length density of the solvent and the backgroundFig. 7. Experimental neutron reflectivity data (symbols) and model fits (lines) obtained u
a-CD} in ACMW (circles + red), {d-C12SO4– + a-CD} in D2O (triangles + blue), {h-C12SO4– + a
The data were measured at 283.15 K with r = [C12SO4–]/[a-CD]: 0.085 (A), 0.340 (B) and 0
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)reflectivity were taken from independent fittings of pure D2O.
The obtained values for the fitted parameters, together with the
remaining proportion of water in the layer, are reported in Table 3.
The composition of the interface at different r values is consistent
with results from the low-q analysis described above, so the new
information comes in the thickness and hydration of the layers.
For the viscoelastic films produced from the samples with the
lower two r values (samples A and B), the layers have a thickness
of 15–17 Å and a hydration of 24–37%. Immediately, it can be con-
cluded that the 2:1 complexes at the interface are present as a
monolayer rather than in an extended structure. As a heteroge-
neous layer model with patches of a-CD aggregates did not
improve the quality of the fits, it can be assumed that the a-CD
aggregates are present at the interface on a length scale that is
smaller than the coherence length of the measurements (~ 10–
100 lm) [60]. In this case, the thickness contribution to the layer
will be averaged by area fraction of the species. As such, if it were
assumed that the a-CD aggregates again have a thickness of
around 40 Å, it would place the thickness contribution of the 2:1
complexes as 12–13 Å, i.e., closer to its smaller axis (Fig. 6).sing a homogenous single-layer model in 4 different isotopic contrasts: {d-C12SO4– +
-CD} in ACMW (squares + pink) and {h-C12SO4– + a-CD} in D2O (diamonds + orange).
.510 (C) and 1.360 (D) with [a-CD] = 10 mM. (For interpretation of the references to
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ence between the longer and shorter axes of the complexes, this
result represents only a hint rather than firm evidence of the orien-
tation of the 2:1 complexes with the surfactant chains parallel to
the interface.
Previous MD simulations performed using the GROMOS force
field [37] also suggested that the 2:1 complexes are oriented with
the surfactant chains parallel to the water/air interface but, based
on the available experimental data, we cannot discard that the
films are formed by complexes orientated with the chains in a per-
pendicular orientation. Both scenarios can be explained in terms of
intermolecular interactions as follows. Parallel orientation:MD sim-
ulations indicate that the 2:1 complexes are extremely tight, with
an average of ~9.5 H-bonds between both CDs out of a maximum of
12 [37]. Such a belt of H-bonds between both CDs is expected to
induce a high orientation of surrounding water molecules. The
release of many of these molecules upon adsorption with the sur-
factant chains parallel to the interface should be entropically
favourable. This factor would explain not only the adsorption of
a single complex unit but also the interaction between contiguous
complexes. Additionally, the charge of the C12SO4– head group
induces a high dipolar moment for the 2:1 complex, which is
reduced when an equivalent unit joins to the surface in an antipar-
allel orientation with respect to the contiguous complex. These
two interactions may favour the formation of highly ordered
monolayers, as observed experimentally in the present work. Such
films require a high concentration of counterions very close to the
interface to compensate the high charge density of the 2:1 com-
plexes monolayer. These counterions could be responsible for pre-
venting the vertical growth of the film to form more extended
layers, as have been observed using atomic force microscopy fol-
lowing deposition of {C12SO4– + a-CD} films on mica [25]. Perpendic-
ular orientation: In this scenario, the adsorption of individual
complexes would not release the ordered water molecules around
the OH belt joining both CDs, but the two-dimensional aggregation
of many complexes would do. Another important difference with
respect to the parallel orientation is that all the complexes would
probably be oriented with the surfactant head groups pointing
toward the water bulk, so the dipolar interaction coming from
the relative orientation of contiguous complexes would be unfa-
vourable due to the stabilization of the monolayer. The latter inter-
action would not be critical since monolayers of amphiphiles
(including C12SO4–) are stable at the interface, but it is clearly a
destabilizing contribution for two-dimensional aggregation.
For the non-viscoelastic films at the higher two r values (sam-
ples C and D), the model fits converge to zero hydration in both
cases, which demonstrates the compactness of the films. This
result implies that the high water content associated in samples
A and B are linked to the presence of a-CD aggregates rather than
the 2:1 complexes. For sample C (r = 0.510), the layer is <1 nm
thick, and is consistent with a co-existence of complexes and free
surfactant at the interface. It is not evident from the NR data
whether such an interfacial arrangement consists of a homogenous
layer or a heterogeneous layer with phase separation between
domains. Nevertheless, we know that this film exhibits a sharp
reduction in the viscoelasticity, which shows that the presence of
free surfactant at the interface reduces the viscoelasticity of the
monolayers. For sample D (r = 1.360), the layer fits to an extended
layer of pure C12SO4–. As discussed above, an average thickness that
exceeds a monolayer for this sample can be attributed to the pres-
ence of micro-crystals of C12SO4– at the interface due to the mea-
surement being performed at a temperature equal to the Krafft
point of the surfactant.
In summary, the highest viscoelasticity corresponds to a mono-
layer of highly ordered 2:1 complexes with the minimum amount
of any other component (e.g. hydrated a-CD aggregates or freesurfactant). An indirect indication from NR as well as previous
results from MD simulations suggest that the orientation of the
2:1 complexes in the films is with the surfactant chains parallel
to the water/air interface, and we have rationalized the driving
forces for adsorption in this case. Nevertheless, additional direct
experimental evidence would be required for conclusive proof of
this inference.4. Conclusions
We have shown that films formed at the water/air interface
from aqueous solutions of a-CD and the sodium salts of n-alkyl sul-
fate or sulfonate surfactants possess remarkable viscoelasticity. A
combination of measurements using surface dilational rheology,
isothermal titration calorimetry, surface tensiometry, ellipsometry
and neutron reflectometry as well as molecular dynamics simula-
tions have led to a comprehensive characterization of these
systems.
The viscoelasticity of the films can be tuned through changes in
(i) bulk composition, (ii) temperature, (iii) alkyl chain length and
(iv) head group type, and the property can even be set to a given
desired value (or range of values), clearly showing the versatility
of CD-based systems when complexed to anionic surfactants. It
was found that the response of the film to mechanical perturba-
tions is strongly linked to the distribution of species in the bulk
solution and, in particular, to high concentrations of (a-
CD)2:surfactant inclusion complexes. Other important factors con-
nected to the high viscoelasticity values can be the affinity of 2:1
complexes for the water/air interface and/or the strength of lateral
interactions in the resulting interfacial film.
2:1 complexes have been previously reported as building blocks
of many different structures that have interesting properties. Using
linear oils as guest molecules, Mathapa and Paunov published a
series of articles aimed at understanding the self-assembly of such
complexes at water/air and water/oil interfaces [74,75]. Their opti-
cal and scanning electron microscopy images clearly show how the
inclusion complexes are adsorbed to polar-nonpolar interfaces in a
parallel orientation. These systems and the experiments are closely
connected to our results performed at the water/air interface using
anionic surfactants. In another series of reports, this time employ-
ing anionic surfactants, Jiang et al. and Yang et al. studied the
structure of (b-CD)2:C12SO4– complexes at different bulk concentra-
tions [76–78]. They observed interesting patterns, including com-
partmentalization in giant capsids. They proposed the formation
of bilayers of 2:1 complexes where each leaflet would consist of
parallel 2:1 complexes interacting through H-bonds and the two
leaflets would be faced by the tail side of the complexes, with
the C12SO4– head exposed to the solvent on both sides of the bilayer.
The affinity of a-CD for C12SO4–, as well as its higher ability to form
2:1 complexes as compared to b-CD, stimulated us to focus on the
complexes formed by the same type of surfactants with the smaller
cavity volume a-CD in the present work.
In order to gain additional insight into the viscoelastic nature
of the films, we applied a combination of ellipsometry and neu-
tron reflectometry to mixtures of a-CD and sodium dodecylsul-
fate at 283.15 K over a broad range of bulk compositions. The
marked complexity of the system became apparent. The most
viscoelastic films were shown to consist of a highly ordered
monolayer of 2:1 complexes with a minimum amount of
hydrated a-CD aggregates or free surfactant from the bulk
embedded in them. With decreasing surfactant concentration,
the viscoelasticity is reduced as the amount of hydrated a-CD
aggregates in the film increases and the amount of 2:1 complexes
decreases. With increasing bulk surfactant concentration, the
viscoelasticity is reduced abruptly due to the adsorption of free
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which are present in the bulk as the measurement temperature
coincides with the Krafft point of the surfactant.
The physical origin of the highly viscoelastic behavior has been
discussed. Previously an indication from molecular dynamics sim-
ulations suggested that the complexes align with the surfactant
chains parallel to the interface. The orientation of the inclusion
complexes at the surface of cyclodextrinosomes, observed by dif-
ferent microscopy methods, also support this result [74,75,79–
81]. In the present work, there is an experimental indication to this
effect from neutron reflectometry. However, this inference can be
considered only tentative given the small difference in the dimen-
sions of the complexes parallel and perpendicular to the surfactant
axis. Nevertheless, we described the possible driving forces for
adsorption of the complexes both in this configuration and with
the surfactant chains perpendicular to the interface. In the former
case, reasons can be related to the entropy gain associated from the
release of highly ordered water molecules in a belt around the
outer a-CD surface, and electrostatic dipolar interactions due to
the antiparallel arrangement of contiguous complexes. The same
driving forces might explain other similar self-assembly patterns
[74–81].
The strong dependence of the viscoelasticity on several experi-
mental parameters that are easy to control might be useful in the
design of functional films with a specific response to mechanical
perturbations for practical applications. However, several ques-
tions remain open in order to understand better the molecular
interactions. For instance, the specific orientation of the 2:1 com-
plexes at the interface has not been conclusively resolved, although
our results, and the extrapolation of results previously observed for
similar systems, point to a preference for the parallel orientation.
Conclusive information on the orientation of the complexes could
be achieved possibly using vibrational sum-frequency generation
spectroscopy. Moreover, the reasons why the studied systems lead
to a film consisting of a single monolayer of complexes rather than
a more extended film are not clear. Additional simulations using
molecular dynamics to determine the counterion distribution asso-
ciated with the films may help in this regard. Other avenues for
future work are studies of the behavior of mixed surfactant solu-
tions, where the competition of different inclusion complexes in
the films could be studied using neutron reflectometry. Also, fur-
ther work on the effects of the surfactant head group could lead
to information about why various systems are more viscoelastic
than others.
There is broad scope in the future for a detailed characterization
at the molecular level of highly viscoelastic films consisting of 2:1
inclusion complexes made from a-CD and anionic surfactants
using a combination of experimental and computational tools.
The tunable nature of the films depends on the specific molecule
threaded by the cyclodextrins, on the employed solvent and on
specific chemical substitutions for the cyclodextrins. Potential
applications can be related to new functional materials with speci-
fic mechanical, electrical, chemical, thermal, optical or even mag-
netic properties to filters, coatings, molecular sensors and means
to catalyze specific chemical reactions. Some of these applications
based on cyclodextrin complexes have already been explored
[74,81–84] but our work shows clearly that there is high scope
for the development of new devices, materials and applications
based on these apparently simple molecules.Declaration of Competing Interest
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